R3950  THE REVENGER  (USA, 1989)
(Other titles: Saxman)

Credits: director, Cedric Sundstrom ; writer, John Cianetti.
Cast: Oliver Reed, Frank Zagarino, Jeff Weston, Nancy Mulford.
Summary: Martial arts/adventure film set in contemporary Los Angeles. Michael Keller (Zagarino) a young sax player in Los Angeles, is framed on a manslaughter charge and sent to prison. Paroled after three years, he becomes the target of evil mob boss Jack Fisher (Reed) who believes Keller knows the whereabouts of $500,000 in stolen drug money. Fisher kidnaps Keller’s wife and threatens to kill her unless the money is returned. Keller enlists the aid of a one-eyed, one legged Vietnam vet buddy (Weston) and sets out to rescue his wife.
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